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Summer is typically a time for back-
yard barbecues and get-togethers 
with friends and family, so for the 
2021 third quarter Wellness Chal-
lenge, we are inviting agencies to 
host a potluck.  The goal in mind for 
this challenge is that each individual 
contributing to the potluck brings in 
one of  their favorite healthy dishes 
to share with everyone.  Not only is 
this a good way to foster communi-
ty within your agency, but you also 
may find a new favorite health-con-
scious food!  Recipes and pictures 
from any events held can be sent 
to Carrie.  One submitted recipe 
will be chosen to be featured in the 
next issue of  Welcoming Wellness!

What is considered 
Healthy?
When preparing food, there is 
sometimes a gray area of  taking 
something that is healthy and 
adding unhealthy ingredients to it, 
such as a chicken parmesan dish.  
According to the CDC Website, a 
healthy eating plan emphasizes:

• Fruits, vegetables, whole grains, 
and fat-free or low-fat milk 
products

• A variety of  protein foods like 
seafood, lean meats, poultry, 

eggs, legumes, soy products, 
nuts, and seeds

• Low in saturated fats, trans 
fats, cholesterol, salt, and added 
sugars

• Stays within your daily calorie 
needs

There are times when ingredients 
or preparations listed in a recipe 
can be tweaked to make it healthier 
as well.  A common example is 
baking or grilling meats instead of  
breading and frying.

Agency Participation
Agencies have the flexibility to 
hold this event however they 
choose.  These healthy potlucks 
could be community events or just 
for agency employees.  If  agencies 
are strapped for time and unable to 
hold a full event, individuals could 
still bring a dish to share in a “grab-

and-go” fashion.  This potluck can 
be as formal or informal as needed 
to fit the busy schedules of  transit 
professionals.  

Individuals and agencies can share 
as many healthy recipes as they 
choose – the more the merrier!  The 
same goes when it comes to taking 
pictures of  the dishes or any events 
held.  It is preferred that any recipes 
be emailed to Carrie in a Microsoft 
Word or PDF attachment along 
with any pictures.  Agencies have 
until Friday, September 3rd to 
submit recipes and photos.
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Step Challenge Winners!
Congratulations to Coletta 
Clouse from Ogallala Public 
Transit for winning the second 
quarter wellness step challenge 
with 1,584,674 steps!  Also, 
congratulations to Ogallala Public 
Transit for having the most 
combined steps this quarter!

https://www.cdc.gov/healthyweight/healthy_eating/index.html
mailto:bartholomewc%40unk.edu?subject=
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July Recipe: Blueberry Baked Oatmeal
Don't let its cake-like texture fool you - this is a variation on a classic breakfast dish

Directions:
Step 1 – Mix oats, milk, applesauce, walnuts, eggs, maple syrup, vanilla, cinnamon, baking powder, and salt into 
a large bowl and mix well.  I also added a few drops of  honey.

Step 2 – Lightly grease a 7x11 inch baking dish and spread half  the mixture in the bottom of  the dish.  Sprinkle 
¾ of  the blueberries, then top with the remaining mixture.  Carefully smooth the top and sprinkle remaining 
blueberries and some walnuts (optional) on top.

Step 3 – Cover the dish and chill in the fridge overnight.  This allows the oats to absorb the moisture and results 
in a more cake-like texture when baked.  If  you would like to bake the dish right away, substitute old fashioned 
oats for quick oats.

Step 4 – The next day, preheat the oven to 350 degrees Fahrenheit.  Bake until set and golden on top, about 30-
35 minutes.  Rest for 5 minutes, then slice and serve warm.

Ingredients:
• 2 cups old fashioned oats
• ¾ cup milk
• 1 cup unsweetened apple-

sauce
• ¼ cup chopped walnuts (op-

tional)
• 2 large eggs
• ¼ cup maple syrup OR brown 

sugar

• 2 teaspoons vanilla extract
• 1 ½ teaspoons cinnamon
• ½ teaspoon baking powder
• ¼ teaspoon salt
• 2 cups blueberries (fresh or 

frozen)
Serves: 6
Calories: rougly 255
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Singling out Superfoods to Add to Your Diet
It's a bird! It's a plane! No, it's a list of nutrient-rich superfoods that can help you 

keep feeling your best
Certain foods or certain categories of  food hold the title “superfood” because they contain important nutrients 
that can power-pack meals, or some can even be eaten by themselves as a snack.  While there are numerous 
superfoods, in this article we are going to highlight seven categories noted by the Harvard Medical School:

https://www.health.harvard.edu/blog/10-superfoods-to-boost-a-healthy-diet-2018082914463
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Recognizing and Eliminating Toxic Positivity
The "look on the bright side" cadence is popular in the U.S., but this outlook on 

life can be harmful to our mental health

www.NebraskaTransit.com
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richardsonke@unk.edu
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We have all probably heard these 
phrases said to us as some point – 
“It could be worse,” “Stay positive,” 
and “Look on the bright side.”   
Depending on the circumstances, 
this is called “toxic positivity”.  
According to a Psychology Today 
article, “toxic positivity refers to 
the concept that keeping positive, 
and keeping positive only, is the 
right way to live your life.” 

While it is good to find silver 
linings in bad situations, it is not 
possible, or healthy for humans to 
be positive all the time.  In fact, 
consciously suppressing negative 
emotions makes them grow, further 
increasing periods of  intense 
stress, anxiety, or depression.    
Negative situations are going to 
happen in our lives.  It is inevitable.  
When those situations occur, it is 
important to allow yourself  to feel 
your feelings and remind yourself  

that it is okay to not be okay.
Here are some tips from a Healthline 
article on how to deal with toxic 
positivity when it creeps up in your 
life:

1. Do not ignore your emotions 
– good or bad.  Take time to 
acknowledge them and sit with 
them.  It can also help to talk to 
someone about how you feel or 
write it down in a journal.  Putting 
feelings into words can help reduce 
the intensity of  negative emotions 
like sadness and anger.

2. Listen and validate how others 
feel, as everyone is entitled to 
their own feelings.  No one should 
ever feel ashamed for feeling a 
certain way, so it is important to 
acknowledge that even if  they cope 
with something in a different way 
than you do, you still need to listen 
and validate them.  Only when the 

situation is appropriate, should you 
offer suggestions.  The safest way 
to navigate these situations though, 
is asking the other person what 
kind of  support they need.

3. If  you’re starting to feel 
overwhelmed or exhausted, 
allow yourself  time to rest or do 
something guilt-free

4. Stay realistic by starting with 
small, actionable steps.  If  you’re 
feel like you’re in a rut, starting 
a brand-new task will not help.  
Instead, expand on things you are 
already familiar with.  Stick to what 
you know, as those activities require 
less cognitive effort and protects 
you from setting and not meeting 
any unrealistic expectations

5. Recognize toxic positivity 
messages from others and yourself.  
Any phrase that dismisses other 
genuine emotions is considered 
toxic positivity.  And again, it is 
okay to find a bright side in a bad 
situation as long as you have allowed 
yourself  to feel your emotions.

http://www.NebraskaTransit.com
mailto:richardsonke%40unk.edu?subject=
mailto:bartholomewc%40unk.edu?subject=
mailto:https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/the-man-cave/201908/toxic-positivity-dont-always-look-the-bright-side?subject=
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mailto:https://www.healthline.com/health/mental-health/toxic-positivity-during-the-pandemic%23Toxic-positivity-is-especially-harmful-right-now?subject=
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